A Community Based Collaborative Research Model to Fight Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19). A Report on Nairobi, Kenya

1. Introduction

The first cases of COVID-19 pneumonia were identified in Wuhan City, China, in December 2019. In January 2020, a novel coronavirus, known as SARS-CoV-2, was identified as the cause of this outbreak. The virus, and the human disease it causes, have evolved into a global pandemic. As of April 29, 2020, according to the World Health Organization, cases have been confirmed in 213 countries, areas, or territories, with 3,090,445 confirmed cases so far, and 217,769 confirmed deaths [3].

The proportion of individuals who die after being infected has been estimated to range between 0.5 to 6% or higher, making it many times more deadly than pneumonia (case fatality rate of 0.1%). The virus is spread by respiratory droplets, and is highly infectious due to a lack of immunity in the human population. These factors make it especially dangerous in crowded areas where it can spread extremely quickly. In the absence of effective treatment or vaccine, the only strategy available to public health workers is protective gear such as masks and gloves, and “social distancing,” in which people keep at least 3.9 feet away from others (as in Kenya) and, 6 feet away from others as in the United States, in order to limit possible exposure to infected respiratory droplets [7].

Diagnostic tests showing whether someone is currently infected, and serologic tests indicating whether someone may have been exposed before and mounted an immune response, are being developed and deployed as quickly as possible.

The COVID-19 pandemic was confirmed to have spread to Africa on 14 February, 2020. The first confirmed case was in Egypt. In sub-Saharan Africa the first confirmed case of COVID-19 occurred in Nigeria. Although infections have risen and continue to grow, early and swift action by many African countries in the region has slowed down the spread of the virus. Even before the virus could hit the region, several countries, in collaboration with the World Health Organization (WHO), were already upping COVID-19 prevention and detection through measures such as airport screenings and reinforcing response preparedness [6]. WHO has also been supporting African countries to strengthen key measures including testing and treatment as well as health worker training?

Most of the identified imported cases have arrived from Europe and the United States rather than directly from China where the virus originated. However, it is believed that there is widespread under-reporting in many African countries with less developed healthcare systems. Further, experts have worried about increasing cases of COVID-19 in Africa, because many of the healthcare systems on the continent are inadequate, having problems such as lack of equipment, lack of funding, insufficient training of healthcare workers, and inefficient data transmission [4]. Initially, it was feared that the pandemic could be difficult to keep under control in Africa, and could cause huge economic
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problems if it spread widely. However, what is transpiring is different because of the solid preventative measures implemented to combat COVID-19 in many African countries. As of April 18, 2020, the supply of ventilators has been low in much of Africa. Only 41 countries have only 2,000 ventilators between them, and 10 countries have no ventilators at all. In some cases even basic supplies like soap and water are subject to shortages in parts of the continent [2].

2. Research Collaborative Approach by Vijama Amani Pamoja (VAP)

To this end innovative and pragmatic approaches are critically needed to improve monitoring for symptoms, and referral to testing centers for individuals who may have been exposed to SARS-CoV-2. As efforts to increase testing capacity are made, there is need to simultaneously find effective ways of identifying individuals who may have been infected, and link them with testing resources in order to confirm infected cases, conduct contact tracing, and control the epidemic. Vijama Amani Pamoja is a successful community based organization in Nairobi, Kenya. Its programmes and aims are to encourage a healthy, active lifestyles through football for young people and support them with future skills for life. To address the impact of COVID in Nairobi VAP and its partner have designed innovative approaches to collect critical data on symptoms, social distancing and other behaviors [1].

They are also responding to governmental policies and the role of poverty, gender, fertility, and work as predictors of COVID-19 risk and symptomatology. As they collect these data, VAP will be able to disseminate accurate information about the pandemic into high-risk communities, and will be able to refer symptomatic individuals for COVID-19 testing [5]. This innovative approach is data driven and is pragmatic with potential for replication in many countries of sub-Saharan Africa. The approach highlights important elements that are crucial to its success.

2.1 Method

The first element involves are project aims which must be clear and targeted. To this end VAP has several aims and, aim one will involve developing an online questionnaire, accessible as a public survey, to collect detailed data on the current status of the pandemic (symptomatology, severity, and test results) as well as its risk factors and sequelae (poverty, fertility, social distancing, impact on work). VAP will implement this survey in representative samples of slum residents in Nairobi (n=800 from 4 slums), and more wealthy Nairobi residents (n=160) from 4 wealthy areas. In addition, they will advertise the questionnaire as a public survey, targeting paid media and other platforms all around Kenya. The research team anticipates collecting over 10,000 respondents to the public survey. During specific aim two the research team will conduct statistical analyses to determine prevalence of mild and severe symptoms in different areas, to inform targeted interventions aimed at preventing COVID-19 spread, and mitigating its effects in high risk communities. The team will focus in particular on the role of gender and fertility in impacting work status and risk for COVID-19.

In addition, VAP and its project partner will host a platform for the RED Cap system which serves as a secure data management system, and offers both password-protected data entry, and a public survey function. They will employ both these strategies in a multi-pronged approach to characterizing the current state of the COVID-19 pandemic: first by conducting managed data entry in systematic and representative population samples in Nairobi, and second by advertising a public link to the survey that may be filled out by individuals anywhere in Kenya, or indeed in any other country although the target residents of Kenya in the current project.

2.2 Data collection model

Under the first data collection model with systematic sampling, VAP personnel will take a targeted and representative approach to sampling 200 residents from each of four high-risk, low-income slum areas (slum total n = 800) around Nairobi, Kenya. VAP has many years of extensive experience working in slum areas around Nairobi. The will also obtain representative data recruiting 40 residents from each of four different wealthier neighborhoods in Nairobi (wealthy total n = 160). At the same time, the team will advertise public links to the survey across Kenya, through paid media across the country (TV, radio, newspapers, magazines), as well as unpaid platforms (social media, word-of-mouth, links to the survey on VAP websites). For the public survey, they will target data collection from 10,000 respondents from across Kenya, collecting data on their location in addition to other factors listed above. In all cases, the team will provide accurate information for referral to testing and care for symptomatic individuals who may be infected with SARS-CoV-2.

In this crucial project the VAP team will be able to obtain estimates of symptom prevalence, severity of symptoms, and the roles of gender, fertility, and poverty. Through the representative sampling in Nairobi, the team will be able to address questions directly relevant to poverty and work. They will also evaluate the role of gender and fertility, impact of policy recommendations, social distancing, and access to COVID-19 testing and care, the changing landscape of work and employment with COVID-19. Through the national public survey sampling, VAP and its partner anticipate being able to characterize geospatial variation in symptom severity, spread of the infection, and response to policy recommendation. In addition, the national sample will allow the team to conduct wider-scale analyses of the research hypotheses. The national sample, while expected to be much larger than the representative Nairobi sample, will be somewhat limited in the likely response of individuals with greater access to the internet and/or greater media exposure and motivation to initiate completion of the public survey.

Results of this project will be immediately relevant to policy makers and public health officials in Kenya as they work to understand and respond to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

3. Community Based Collaborative Research Model Results and Lessons

This project is intended to reduce the spread of COVID -19 in Kenya as well as to create more awareness around this dangerous and unpredictable virus. The model has potential to provide useful lessons that might be replicated in other sub-Saharan countries including the developed countries. Project lessons include the following:

1. COVID-19 is a serious threat to the well-being of every person in any country.
2. More research studies using a collaborative approach are needed to discover best ways of addressing COVID-19.
3. Community mobilization and partnering is key to reaching a high number of people.
4. Community slums and other poor neighborhoods can benefit a lot from this type of research model.
5. All key players and partners such as public health officials, professionals, community members, government leaders, private sector, and various institutions should be involved in this type of project.
6. Research project components such sample size may differ from context to context but the overall impact should be the same.
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